Success in today's business world requires having a dynamic and engaged workforce combined with highly connected extended enterprise communities. A secure, enterprise-grade business collaboration platform, Saba Live empowers employees, partners, and customers across your business ecosystem to connect and continuously collaborate through enterprise Web 2.0 social networking tools such as discussion forums, activity feeds, wikis, blogs, micro-blogs, bookmarks, file sharing, and more.

**Saba Live**

**Benefits**
- Accelerate your business with enterprise-wide, real-time collaboration
- Connect your people with powerful enterprise social tools
- Improve team productivity
- Cultivate know-how through social learning and mentoring
- Enable a secure, extended enterprise community of customers, partners, and employees
- Find expertise in your organization to solve critical business needs
- Engage and motivate employees and speed up on-boarding of new talent
- Crowd-source innovation and surface the best business ideas in your organization
- Create a highly relevant and current enterprise knowledge base

**Features**
- Secure business collaboration platform
- Integrated Web conferencing
- Innovation Lab with powerful ideation
- Integrated social and certified people profile
- Enterprise blog, wiki, discussions, and micro-blog
- File sharing with security and privacy controls
- Informal performance feedback
- Integrated Web2.0 toolkit — rate, tag, and bookmark any resource
- Search for experts, documents, links, and recordings
- Recommendations to surface the most work-relevant content
- Community management tools to flag and control content
- Individual and group activity streams
- Secure groups and dynamic group membership generation
- Powerful video channels and conferences
- Secure internal and external communities
- Available in the Saba Cloud and on-premise

Engage employees, partners, and customers; cultivate knowhow; and improve productivity.

Saba Live's seamless integration with the industry-leading Saba Centra Web conferencing platform enables a unique level of ease to collaborate in real time, including chat, online meetings, desktop sharing, live video, and high-definition Internet audio (Voice over IP). With Saba Live, you can:
- Collaborate around the clock with your global team, sharing important documents, creating discussions, and contributing ideas.
- Connect in real time with co-workers, partners, and customers using chat, web conferencing, desktop sharing, live video-conferencing, and cost-effective Internet audio.
- Additionally, Saba Live includes a powerful built-in ideation engine, called the Saba Innovation Lab. With the Innovation Lab, your employees, partners, and customers are empowered to contribute, socially rate, tag, vote on, and, ultimately, surface the best ideas for driving business advantage or solving pressing business issues. Saba Live also features
Saba Live supports secure groups where your team can get real work done. Learn more about team members. Easily share content. Get instant access to shared group files, meetings, documents, and websites.

With Saba Live, you can enable a unified collaboration environment that:
- Multiplies people productivity
- Transforms people processes and enterprise learning
- Enables connections between people and resources
- Extends organizational knowhow around the globe
- Delivers strategic organizational insights
- Leverages the power of your extended enterprise with a securely connected and engaged customer, partner, and employee community

Creating the Intelligent Workplace — The Power of Groups
The ability to unlock the power of groups lies at the heart of business collaboration. To this end, Saba Live provides a powerful, secure groups function for building and managing formal groups and cross-functional communities working toward a common goal. Communities can be organized by job type, role, certification, and competencies. With Saba Live, group administrators can quickly establish membership criteria, extensively customize group functionality, and even have the system update group members automatically through a dynamic membership engine. Once included in a group, members are able to access an extensive array of collaboration tools including easily searchable threaded discussions, community-authored pages built with wiki technology, shared documents, social bookmarks, contributed ideas and resource lists, and much more.

As a group member or administrator, you can instantly communicate within your group through wall updates and group email, and easily set up group meetings using integrated web conferencing. Resources that are highly pertinent for the group can be shared effortlessly and are available in one communal area in the group. These resources could be files, links, wiki pages, discussions, ideas, or issues. And with the available connector to SharePoint, these files could also be stored in existing enterprise repositories.

Saba Live activity feeds alert coworkers of important new documents and meetings to improve team collaboration. This powerful knowledge sharing makes Saba Live a platform for getting work done.
**Connecting With Experts and Mentors**

No matter how complete and easily searchable your knowledge repository may be, people are not always able to find the precise information they need; often, knowing who has what you’re looking for is the key to success. This is why Saba Live has powerful expert location and social networking features, allowing users to find subject-matter experts and stay up to date on their activity. With Saba Live, community members can not only find experts or mentors, they can also interact with these individuals in real time. In addition, high-potential people who are participating in talent development or succession management initiatives can create private communities where they interact with their mentors. This one-to-one or one-to-few online collaboration can serve to strengthen relationships formed in-person and support mentoring relationships that span the globe — setting your people and your organization up for future success.

**Built-in Real-Time Web Meetings and Web Conferences**

With fully integrated Saba Centra Web conferencing functionality, Saba Live brings the power of instant real-time collaboration and Web conferencing into the enterprise social environment. Imagine being able to launch into a rich, interactive session on the fly with a group of experts where the group can map out an idea on a virtual whiteboard or collaborate on a document with full audio over VoIP and multiple simultaneous streams of video. Imagine being able to share a recording of that session with users who did not attend, or being able to discover that content and learn from it yourself at a later date. With Saba Live, you can!

**Making Formal Learning More Effective**

Saba Live helps learners work together as they progress through instructor-led classes or online learning offerings. For example, instructors can post office hours during which learners may chat with them as they complete pre-work or class assignments. They can post study aids or frequently asked questions to get learners immediate help when they need it. Learners can even collaborate with each other in a group as they complete an online learning course. Saba Live helps formal and informal learning, and makes learning a truly social and collaborative experience.

**Leverage the Power of Your Extended Enterprise Ecosystem**

Increasingly, organizations are realizing the benefits of creating highly interactive, engaged communities of customers or partners. These engaged communities improve the customer experience, enhance sharing of best practices and solutions and reduce the costs of customer care, while increasing customer satisfaction.
Saba Live provides tools to create a range of groups, from secure, private groups all the way to shared public groups to provide a high level of transparency and communication, while bringing the safety and security of an enterprise platform to the social networking world.

Innovation Lab — Crowd-Source the Best Business Ideas

Often, your best ideas are in your organization or your extended community waiting to be discovered. Saba Live enables you to surface innovation in the organization, by allowing your people to contribute ideas and vote on, rate, and tag them. Ideas are as simple as a Twitter-like micro-blog, which encourages participation with ease of use comparable to popular social networking sites, but with enterprise-class security, privacy, and controls.

Saba Innovation Lab helps you crowd-source your best ideas.

Gone are the days when you needed to procure special-purpose stand-alone ideation software to foster innovation. Saba Live includes a world-class ideation platform built into the enterprise collaboration platform.

Saba Live provides an environment for:

- Enterprise business networking
- Real-time communication
- Connecting people to expertise
- Powering formal and informal learning
- Building and managing groups and communities to engage employees and drive productivity
- Cultivating know-how in the organization
- Supporting talent development, succession management, and other key strategic initiatives
- Creating highly engaged, secure customer and partner communities
- Accelerating your business

Let Saba Live help you realize the full potential of people collaboration to give your organization a true competitive advantage.

Saba is the premier provider of people systems that enable today's people-driven enterprises. By combining learning, people management, and collaboration technologies, Saba delivers solutions that help mobilize and engage people to drive new strategies and initiatives, align and connect people to accelerate the flow of business, and cultivate individual and collective knowhow to achieve exceptional results.